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. Considering its territorial division, the NŠI can be divided into subdialects that differ in particular features. These subdialects are (1) the coastal subdialect, which includes areas on Pelješac, certain areas of the former Poljica Republic, and the Makarska coast; (2) the continental Dalmatian subdialect, differing by the vicinity (or hinterland) of cities: Imotski, Vrgorac, Sinj, Šibenik, and Zadar; (3) the BosniaHerzegovinian subdialect, spoken in the Rama area, near the city of Livno, in southern Bosnia, around the city of Bihać, and around Derventa; and (4) the emigrant subdialect, spoken in Lika and Gorski Kotar, in Bačka and Banat, in Molise (Italy), in Perth (Australia, whose immigrants arrived there from Molise), and elsewhere. 4 The local dialect of Bitelić is therefore classified in the continental Dalmatian subdialect, as part of the local dialect group in the vicinity of Sinj.
The local dialects in the vicinity of Sinj differ from other NŠI systems in several features. In the consonant system, there is a feature found only in the vicinity of Sinj: the devoicing of voiced consonants and v in final position of phonetic words 5 before a word beginning with a vowel, sonant, or another voiced or unvoiced consonant. In the vowel system, there are many alterations and even more reductions of short unaccented vowels. 6 The accentual system consists of five units: four accents (short falling ȁ, long falling ȃ, short rising à, and long rising á) and an unaccented length (ā), which is always posttonic. The relevant features are stress, length, and tone of the accented syllable. Unaccented syllables differ by length in three degrees: long, short, and hypershort (or reduced) syllables. The last have resulted from partial reduction, and thus their articulation is neutralized to ə in particular cases, especially in free speech. 7 Rising accents are results of NŠI retraction, and as such cannot be found on the last syllable of a word (except after reduction of a final short unaccented syllable, which is a more recent innovation in the system; see below). The NŠI retraction applied to all falling accents in noninitial position; accents retracted from the final syllable to the penultimate, or from the medial syllable to the one preceding it. If the syllable preceding the old accent (i.e., the syllable to which the stress retracted) had a pretonic length, the resulting accent is a long rising accent, and, if that syllable was short, the result is a short rising accent (n N sg sèlo < *selȍ 'village', f N sg gláva < *glāvȁ 'head'). Therefore, in the majority of cases, the falling accents are retracted to the preceding syllable. Exceptions are noted in several positions typical for NŠI (f N sg poļoprȉvreda 'agriculture', m G pl muškȃrācā 'men'). Because rising accents are results of retractions, they can only be found in nonfinal positions. However, due to the innovative reduction of short unaccented syllables, they can also appear in monosyllabic words and in the final syllable (imperative 2 sg: píš < píš i < píši < *pīšȉ 'write', donès < donès i < donèsi < *donesȉ 'bring'). Reduction is a phonetic variation and not a phonological change because it may or may not occur in free speech. 8 Posttonic length can be shortened in free speech if there are more than two posttonic lengths in a word. The stress is often transferred to the proclitic, in the form of transmission (prenošenje; the stress moves to the preceding syllable, sg N kȕća, G okò kućē, A ù kuću 'house') or skipping (preskakanje; the stress moves to the initial syllable of the phonetic word, sg N gláva, A nȁ glāvu 'head'). In the local dialect of Bitelić, transmission is a feature of a.p. A (it seldom occurs in a.p. B as well), and stress skipping is a feature of a.p. C (sg N bȏ, A ȕ boga). The features of the accent paradigms are further described below, but first I look at the inflection itself.
BAsic informAtion on the A-type declension
The inflection of nouns in Croatian is divided into four major synchronic declension patterns, named after the suffix for the G sg: atype masculine nouns, a-type neuter nouns, and ē-type and itype feminine nouns. The difference between a-type masculine and neuter nouns is in equalization of case suffixes. In the masculine declension, the A sg is the same as the G sg if the noun denotes a living being, and the same as the N sg if the noun denotes an inanimate object (A sg lóvca 'hunter' : bȏr 'pine'), 9 whereas neuter nouns have NAV merger in the sg and pl declension regardless of the meaning of the noun. Other mergers, such as DL sg, NV pl, and DLI pl, are present in the inflection of nouns of all genders, which is a typical feature of NŠI. In the masculine declension, the suffix for the A pl is different from that for the N pl, whereas the neuter and feminine declensions have NAV pl merger.
The inflectional suffixes for the atype masculine declension are:
All of the realizations (such as píši, píš i , píš) are confirmed in the data.
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If a noun stands for a group of people, it acts as though it is inanimate: NA sg skȗp 'assembly', sȃbor 'parliament', sávjet 'council'. Nouns that denote plants are grammatically inanimate despite being living beings: NA sg òras/òraj 'walnut' (-s is generalized in all cases based on the N pl ending of the root, which goes through sibilantization orahi > orasi, and -j is a regular replacement of h, which is not a stable phoneme in NŠI, cf. Lisac 2003 : 18, 2003a Čilaš Šimpraga 2010: 194; Kurtović Budja 2009: 55−57; Kapović 2006: 114; Šimundić 1971: 51−52; Tomelić Ćurlin -Anić 2012: 355; Ćurković 68−69) , kȅstēn 'chestnut' (with lengthening of e before n#, cf. Ćurković 2014: 110). Certain nouns with inanimate meanings act as though they were inanimate; AG sg za Hajdúka/Ajdúka 'hero' (which is a name of a soccer club from the city of Split).
The inflectional root is determined from the G sg because not all of the a-type masculine nouns have the same N sg inflectional root ending, this being either a consonant or the vowels -o or -a (čòvik 'man', stȏ 'table', pòsā 'job'). Furthermore, some of the nouns have fleeting a, which is a result of vocalization of *ь/ъ in the last syllable in the N sg, and in the middle one in the G pl (which is most commonly long), whereas vocalization is absent in other cases that have a vowel in the inflectional suffix: N sg nòvac, G sg nóvca, G pl nȍvācā 'money'; N sg žábac, G sg žápca, G pl žȃbācā 'male frog'; N sg òtac, G sg òca, G pl otácā 'father'. 10 The suffix for the V sg is -e in most of the nouns, and it palatalizes the inflectional root: V sg bȍže 'god', vȗče 'wolf'. If the root ends with a palatal consonant, the suffix is -u: V sg kȍńu 'horse', mlȁdīću 'youngster', prȉjateļu 'friend'.
The suffix for the I sg has the distinction -on {nonpalatal consonant} : -en {palatal consonant} only in the free speech of the younger generations, whereas the nonpalatal suffix prevails in the speech of older generations, which is a feature of the wider NŠI area. 11 It should be noted that the I sg and pl forms often appear together with the preposition s/sa, regardless of the meaning ({company} : {instru-ment}; e.g., prȋčān s brȁton 'I am talking to my brother', rȉžēš s nóžon 'you are cutting with a knife').
Similarly, the plural infix -ov-(-ev-) can either be present in the formation of the plural, as in N pl brȉgovi 'hills', dȉlovi 'parts', mȕžovi 'husbands', or absent, as in N pl cȑvi 'worms', kļúči 'keys', mrȃvi 'ants'; or the plural can be realized with or without the infix, depending on the speech situation: N pl rȍzi/rȍgovi 'horns', gȍlūbi/gȍlubovi 'pigeons', nóži/nȍžovi 'knives'.
It is seen from the above examples that roots ending with a velar consonant (k, g, h) undergo sibilantization to c, z, s before i, which also occurs in the DLI pl, with the variation -īn/-ima(n): N sg vȗk, N pl vȗci, DLI pl vȗcīn/vȗcima(n), 'wolf', N sg bùbri, N pl bùbrizi, DLI pl bùbrizīn/bùbrizima(n) 'kidney', and so on.
The suffix for the G pl is -ā in most cases, except in nouns denoting measurement or a period of time (G pl misécī 'months') and several nouns such as G pl ļúdī 'men' (suppletive form of čòvik 'man'), G pl mrávī 'ants', and nouns that have the suffix -ijū: G pl gòstijū 'guests', pstijū 'fingers', nòktijū 'nails', cvijū 'worms', zùbijū 'teeth'.
accent paradigms of a-type nouns in Bitelić
The declension patterns of atype nouns are divided into three major synchronic groups, a.p. A, B, and C, as well as the subtypes B−A (B−A/B) and C−A. Each is described on the basis of example paradigms, and a list of words declining in accordance with that pattern is given.
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Consonant assimilations and omissions in Bitelić are described in Ćurković (2014: 77−87). Generally speaking, in a.p. A stress is on the same syllable of the root throughout the paradigm; in a.p. B suffixes attract the stress, which results in a short or long rising accent on the last syllable of the root of case forms consisting of more than one syllable; and in a.p. C the stress is mobile in the paradigm, which means that it is on the initial syllable of the phonetic word, unless the inflectional suffix of the case is dominant (cf. Kapović 2015: 74−76), and the stress is closer to the ending, which results in a short or long rising accent on the last syllable of the root, similarly to a.p. B, or the penultimate syllable of the word. The subtypes B−A (B−A/B) 12 and C−A include words declining following a.p. B and C in sg cases, and a.p. A in pl cases.
In all of the paradigm types, in the V sg the stress is drawn to the initial syllable as a falling accent (a.p. A N sg čòvik, V sg čȍviče 'man'; a.p. B N sg vòjnīk, V sg vȍjnīče 'soldier', a.p. C N sg rȏd, V sg rȍde 'kin, gender'), as well as in the G pl, in addition to the last two syllables being long in the G pl (a.p. A mȅdvīdā 'bears', a.p. B lȏvācā 'hunters', a.p. C bȍdōvā 'points').
A difference in tone in the D and L sg is noted in a.p. A and, more common-
Accent paradigm A In a.p. A, the stress is in the same position on the root in all case forms. A number of nouns have a short (or rarely long) falling accent on the first syllable throughout the paradigm (dȁbar 'beaver', blȗḓ 'lust'), and other examples have a rising tone in nonfinal position (jèzik 'language, tongue', mèdviḓ 'bear'). If the stress is drawn from the falling accent on the first syllable of the root to a proclitic, the result is a transmission of accent; that is, a rising accent on the preceding syllable: N sg prȁ, A sg nà pra 'doorstep'. If the stress moves from a long falling accent, posttonic length remains after the transmission: N sg krȃj, A sg nà krāj 'ending, area'. It should also be noted that a number of nouns do not have the expected falling accent in the G pl (čèkīćā 'hammers', čèmērā 'sorrows', jèzīkā 'languages, tongues', pòtōkā 'brooks'), whereas other nouns can be realized with both falling and rising tone: G pl dùkātā/dȕkātā 'coins, ducats'. Tables 1−4 show a.p. A examples of monosyllabic nouns with and without the plural infix -ov-, and polysyllabic words with rising accents, as well as those with lengthening before -n#, which all belong to a.p. A synchronically.
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"B−A/B" designates nouns that belong to a.p. A in the longer realization of the pl form, and a.p. B in the shorter: N sg bȑk, G sg bka, N pl bȑkovi/bci 'moustache'. Nouns that belong to a.p. A:
3.1
, and so on.
Accent paradigm B
It has already been noted that nouns belonging to a.p. B have stress linked to the ending of the root in all case forms, which results in rising accents in case forms that have more than one syllable, whereas monosyllabic forms have falling accents (N{A} sg monosyllabic 15 : other cases polysyllabic), as in sg: N bȉk, GA bìka 'bull'; NA bȍk, G bòka 'hip'; NA kļȗč, G kļúča 'key'; NA žȗļ, G žúļa 'blister'. Rising accents appear as the result of NeoŠtokavian regressive retraction of stress from any noninitial syllable that had a falling tone before the retraction: mòmak (< *momȁk) 'young man', pétak (< *pētȁk) 'Friday'. The result is a long rising accent if the syllable had pretonic length before the retraction, or if it was lengthened according to accentual rules. 16 As with the stress transmission to proclitics described in relation to a.p. A, posttonic length is found in the syllable following the newly stressed one if the stress is moved from a long (falling) accent: gospòdār 'master', pàstīr 'shepherd', vòjnīk 'soldier'.
A falling tone in polysyllabic case forms can be found in the V sg of a number of nouns denominating (male) persons: V sg dȅbīlu 'idiot', čȕdāče 'eccentric', jȕnāče 'hero', lȕđāče 'lunatic', vȍjnīče 'soldier'. A falling tone is also found in G pl pȇtākā 'Fridays', pȋvācā 'roosters', whereas other examples have a falling : rising variation in G pl mȍmākā/momákā 'young men', pȍslōvā/pòslōvā 'jobs'.
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The noun does not have a plural form, but a collective one, which declines like ē-type nouns, but remains a.p. A: N brȁća, G brȁćē, D brȁći, etc.
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The L sg form differs from the D sg Declension: NA sg ȍbičāj, G sg ȍbičāja, D sg ȍbičāju, L sg običáju, I sg ȍbičājon/ȍbičājen, N(V) pl ȍbičāji, G pl ȍbičājā, DLI pl ȍbičājīn/ȍbičājima(n), A pl ȍbičāje.
15
Stress movement to the proclitic is possible in these case forms.
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Cf. Ćurković (2014: 106−112) , Kapović (2003 Kapović ( , 2005 Kapović ( , 2006a Kapović ( , 2008 Kapović ( , 2010 Kapović ( , 2015 .
3.2
Tables 5−8 show examples of short and long monosyllabic a.p. B nouns, as well as polysyllabic nouns with and without posttonic length. 
Accent paradigm C
Nouns declining following the pattern of the mobile paradigm have the stress drawn to the beginning or end of the phonetic word. The accent is initial in all cases except the L sg and GDLI pl, which have dominant suffixes and attract the stress towards the end of the word. In the local dialect of Bitelić, this results in the realization of rising accents in those case forms, unless they are generalized as falling accents in analogy to N pl forms (see below). If the stress moves to a proclitic, the result is accent skipping; that is, falling accents on the initial syllable of the proclitic: N sg mȏst, G sg mȍsta : prȉko mosta 'bridge'. 17 Another prominent feature of a.p. C is lengthening of monosyllabic forms (brȏj 'number', brȏḓ 'ship'). The originally short vowel is seen after the addition of inflectional suffixes: G sg brȍja, brȍda. Originally long syllables remain long after the addition of inflectional suffixes: N sg dȃn, G sg dȃna 'day'; but many examples are nonetheless shortened in the plural polysyllabic forms: N sg snȋ, G sg snȋga, N pl snȉgovi 'snow', N sg rȇp, G sg rȇpa, N pl rȅpovi 'tail'. Tables 9−12 show examples of a.p. C for long and short monosyllabic and polysyllabic words.
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It should be recalled that the stress transmission seen in a.p. A results in rising tones on the last syllable of the proclitic. This is the main difference between these two a.p. types because the result of accent skipping in a.p. C is a falling accent on the first syllable of the proclitic. Nouns that belong to a.p. C:
3.3
, žȃr 'fervor', and so on.
Subtypes B−A (B−A/B) and C−A
As mentioned before, certain nouns decline following one accent paradigm in the singular and another in the plural forms. In the atype masculine noun declension, two such groups have been isolated. Both of the subtypes tend to generalize the plural forms similarly to a.p. A, whereas they are different in the singular forms because the declensions belong to a.p. B and C. The nouns that belong to subtype B−A/B follow a.p. B if there is no plural infix, and, if the infix is present, the plural forms decline according to a.p. A. Tables 13−16 show examples for the accent paradigm subtypes in Bitelić. Nouns that belong to a.p. B−A:
Nouns that belong to a.p. C−A: bȏ 'god', bȍk 'hip', cȁr 'emperor', čvȏr 'knot', dȃr 'present', dȗ 'debt', nȏs 'nose' plȗg 'plough', rȃj 'heaven', skȗp 'assembly'.
conclusion
This article considers the NŠI local dialect of Bitelić, a village near Sinj. It has been determined that it belongs to NŠI, and it was further defined as one of the local dialects belonging to the continental Dalmatian subdialect, according to the division introduced in this article on the basis of recent fieldwork by the author and existing dialectology studies. The most important information about the accentual system of Bitelić is provided at the end of the article's introduction.
The synchronic inflection of a-type nouns is then introduced, along with its most prominent NŠI features. Special attention is given to differentiating the A sg case form for nouns with animate and inanimate denotations. The inflectional suffixes for the I sg and the plural infix -ov-are also considered, as well as their distribution through NŠI.
The accent paradigms are introduced by their most prominent features (stress mobility, stress position relative to the root, transmission or skipping of stress to the proclitic, and plural mergers). Each accent paradigm is further described, and examples for different inflections of the paradigms are given, followed by a list of examples that belong to the paradigm in question. The final section of the article's central part takes subtypes of the paradigms into closer consideration and exemplifies them.
The analysis of a-type nouns in Bitelić shows that there are a number of morphological archaisms (e.g., the difference between the D and L sg in a.p. A and C, but with exceptions), as well as innovations (such as generalizations and analogies, or the emergence of subtypes a.p. B−A, a.p. B−A/B, and a.p. C−A) in the paradigmatic structures observed, which indicates a tendency towards generalization of the plural paradigms towards a.p. A. Nonetheless, it can be concluded that, although the local dialect of Bitelić differs from other NŠI local dialects in certain features, it is still an integral part of a larger NŠI continuum, extending from its homeland in the heart of the Balkan Peninsula to the other side of the world, the Australian diaspora.
